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target breast cancer stem cells
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Breast cancer stem(-like) cells (BCSCs) have been found to be responsible for therapeutic resistance and

disease relapse. BCSCs are difficult to eradicate due to their high resistance to conventional treatments

and high plasticity. Functionalised nanoparticles have been investigated as smart vehicles to transport

across various barriers and increase the interaction of therapeutic agents with cancer cells, as well as

BCSCs. In this review, we discuss the different characteristics of BCSCs, and challenges to tackle BCSCs

at cellular and molecular levels. The mechanisms of action and physicochemical properties of the

current BCSC targeting agents are also covered. We will focus on the rational design and recent

advances of “Nano + Nano” or single tumour targeting nanoparticle systems loaded with dual or multiple

agents to kill all cancer cells including BCSCs. These cocktail therapies include the combination of

a chemotherapy agent with a BCSC-specific inhibitor, a phytochemical agent or RNA based therapy.

Given the heterogeneity of breast tumour tissue, targeting both BCSCs and bulk breast cancer cells

simultaneously with multiple agents holds great promise in eliminating breast cancer. The future

research needs to focus on overcoming various barriers in the ‘clinical translation’ of BCSC-targeting

nanomedicines to cure breast cancer, which requires a significant multidisciplinary effort.
1 Introduction

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer and the
leading cause of cancer death in women worldwide.1 In 2018,
over 2 million new cases were diagnosed globally, with over
626 000 deaths. Breast cancer can be classied according to the
histological expression of three important receptors, namely
estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and human
epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2).2 However this
simple classication is far from representing the vast hetero-
geneity of the disease.3 Molecular classication into ve
subtypes based on genetic proling (Table 1) has arguably been
the closest stratication that resembles the complexity of the
disease. The development of hormone therapy and targeted
therapy signicantly improves the survival rate and forms
integral parts of current breast cancer treatment in addition to
the traditional surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy.4

However, many breast cancer patients still develop into
metastases, therapeutic resistance or disease relapse. Emerging
evidences have shown that a subgroup of breast cancer cells,
known as breast cancer stem-like cells (BCSCs), play a crucial
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role in these processes.5,6 Similar to normal stem cells, BCSCs
have the ability to self-renew, proliferate and generate multi-
lineage differentiation7,8 (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, they exhibit
high level of cell plasticity and are lack of a stem cell hierarchy.9

Eradication of BCSCs presents one of the most promising
strategies, and yet one of the biggest hurdles in current anti-
breast cancer therapy.

The presence of BCSCs and their heterogeneity suggest that
a single anti-cancer agent is insufficient to target the entire
cancerous population. Combination therapy, in which multiple
therapeutic agents with different mechanisms of action
administered together, has emerged as a new approach to target
breast cancer, and is expected to enhance the therapeutic effect
without additional toxicity.11 However, in practice, the
combined effect of free drugs has deviated from the expecta-
tions, and a number of issues has raised that could hamper the
clinical efficacy, for example, solubility, stability and pharma-
cokinetic issues.12 A meticulous design of the nano-drug
delivery systems is one of the solutions to address these
challenges.

Since the approval of rst nanodrug Doxil (liposomal doxo-
rubicin) by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1995,
nanotechnology has been studied extensively in drug delivery
for over two decades.13 Nanoparticles utilise the differences in
the physiological features between tumour and normal cells,
and achieve specic tumour targeting mainly through two
strategies: (1) passive targeting, via the Enhanced Permeability
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105 | 19089
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Fig. 1 BCSCs involved in tumour self-renew, differentiation and metastasis.

Table 1 Molecular classification of breast cancer and examples of cell lines3,10

Subtypes ER PR HER2 Examples of cell lines

Luminal A + +/� � MCF-7, BT483, T47D, MDA-MB-134
Luminal B + +/� + BT474, ZR-75, BSMZ
HER2 � � + SKBR3, MDA-MB-453
Basal (triple-negative) � � � MDA-MB-468, SUM190
Claudin-low � � � BT549, MDA-MB-231, Hs578T, SUM1315
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and Retention (EPR) effect, by which nanoparticles accumulate
in solid tumours; and (2) active targeting, which increases
cancer cell uptake by covering a ligand on the surface of
nanoparticles to bind to a specic receptor or protein overex-
pressed on the tumour cells.14 Further advances in research
enable the development of nanoparticles that are activated by
either particular internal stimuli in the tumour microenviron-
ment or external stimuli applied.15 Nanotechnology offers
a range of distinctive advantages in anti-cancer therapy,
including enhanced therapeutic efficacy with reduced systemic
side effects, targeted drug delivery from tissue to organelle level,
improved pharmaceutical properties, co-delivery of multiple
drugs and facilitated intracellular delivery of bio-
macromolecules.16 Among those advantages, co-deliver combi-
national drug therapy is believed to improve therapeutic efficacy
and overcome drug resistance, therefore, research in this eld
has increased exponentially in the last decade.12

In this review, the nature of cancer stem-like cells and
challenges of eliminating BCSCs including the treatment
resistance and plasticity of BCSCs is addressed, followed by the
discussion of the rationales and principles of designing a co-
delivery nanosystem, in which the multiple anti-cancer agents
are either loaded into separate nanoparticles individually
“Nano + Nano” or contained in a single nanocarrier (co-encap-
sulation).12 A particular focus is given to the presentation and
discussion of studies available to date that co-deliver dual or
19090 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105
multiple agents to target BCSCs using “Nano + Nano” and co-
encapsulation systems.
2 Characteristics of BCSCs

BCSCs were rst proposed by Al-Hajj et al. in 2003, which marks
the rst cancer stem-like cells reported in solid tumours
following their discovery in acute myeloid leukemia in 1997.17,18

BCSCs can be identied through a set of surface markers. The
two most commonly used are the cluster of differentiation 44
(CD44) and aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH). Al-Hajj pointed
out that a small number of CD44+/CD24� cells were able to
generate tumours; whereas 100-fold greater of other phenotype
cells did not show any tumorigenicity.17 Similarly, Ginestier
et al.19 claimed that although only representing 3% to 10% of
the total population, a low number of 500 ALDH1+ cells were
able to form tumours in 40 days; whereas, ALDH1� cells was not
able to generate tumour aer up to 34 weeks. Interestingly,
there is only 0.1–1.2% overlapping between ALDH1+ and CD44+/
CD24� BCSCs, indicating the two surface markers identify
different BCSCs populations.19 Other surface markers in breast
cancer include CD133 (prominin-1) and epithelial cell adhesion
molecule (EpCAM) or CD326.

Aberrant regulation in several key signaling pathways has
been recognized as another characteristics of BCSCs.20 Over
activation of Notch, Wnt/Frizzled/b-catenin, Hippo and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Hedgehog pathways are the main ones believed to be respon-
sible for the tumour initiation and maintenance of stemness,
such as self-renewal, proliferation and differentiation.21

3 Challenges of eliminating BCSCs

The proven signicance of BCSCs, and the potential of treating
breast cancer by targeting the roots of tumour initiation,
maintenance and metastasis have attracted immense interest.
However, an effective strategy to eliminate BCSCs is still lack-
ing. The biggest challenges presented include treatment resis-
tance and high plasticity of BCSCs.

3.1 Treatment resistance

Similar to other cancer stem-like cells, BCSCs are highly
chemotherapy and radiotherapy resistant, and a number of
mechanisms have been proposed.22 Firstly, majority of BCSCs
exist predominantly in quiescent or resting state of cell cycle
(G0), therefore inherently immune to chemotherapy drugs
which targeting rapidly proliferating cells.23 Secondly, there is
an overexpression of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-binding
cassette transporters (ABC transporters) that utilise the energy
generated in ATP hydrolysis to pump chemotherapeutic agents
out of the cell cross the membrane.20 ABC subfamily B member
1 (ABCB1), also known as multi-drug resistance protein 1
(MDR1), ABC subfamily C member 1 (ABCC1) and ABC
subfamily G isoform 2 (ABCG2), also known as breast cancer
resistance protein (BCRP) are the main ABC transporters in
breast cancer causing chemotherapeutic resistance.24 Thirdly,
BCSCs have an enhanced DNA damage repair ability and
decreased apoptosis.25 B-cell lymphoma 2 (BCL-2) is a family of
regulator proteins that control apoptosis through pro-apoptotic
(Bax, Bad and Bak) and anti-apoptotic (BCL-2 proper, BCL-XL,
MCL) proteins; overexpression of anti-apoptotic proteins
contributes to the treatment resistance.26 Fourthly, BCSCs
predominately locate in hypoxia area. Conventional photon
radiotherapy damages the tumour cells through the generation
of free radicals, such as reactive oxygen species (ROS). The
hypoxia environment and enhanced ROS scavenging system (for
example, glutathione) results in a low ROS and leads to radio-
therapy resistance.25 In addition, hypoxia-inducible factors 1a
and 2a (HIF1a and HIF2a) are closely related to the stemness
and drug resistance of BCSCs.27 HIF1a plays a role in BCSCs
proliferation, and more importantly maintain the quiescence
state of BCSCs; whereas, HIF2a helps with BCSCs survival.
Other mechanisms in drug resistance of BCSCs include the
overexpression of ALDH, a family of detoxifying enzymes, that
prevents cells from oxidative insults and detoxies toxic inter-
mediates of chemotherapy drugs;28 and the deregulation of
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) pathway.29

3.2 Plasticity of BCSCs

While some believed BCSCs reside at the apex of hierarchy, and
differentiate into bulk non-stem cells in a unidirectional
manner, emerging evidence have supported that BCSCs are not
a static state and they preserve a high plasticity in which BCSCs
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
and bulk cancer cells are interconvertible.30,31 Transforming
growth factor (TGF)-b signaling, overexpression of transcription
factors Slug and Sox9, radiation therapy all showed the capa-
bility to induce the generation of BCSCs from non-stem
cells.32,33

High level of plasticity also exists within BCSC population
itself between the mesenchymal-like and epithelial-like states.34

Mesenchymal-like BCSCs are characterised as CD44+/CD24�,
and are more quiescent, invasive and located at the tumour
invasive front. Whereas, epithelial-like BCSCs, characterised as
ALDH+, are more proliferative and located centrally in the more
hypoxia area of the tumour.34 BCSCs are able to interchange
between proliferative epithelial-like and quiescent
mesenchymal-like states in the processes of epithelial–mesen-
chymal transition (EMT) and mesenchymal–epithelial transi-
tion (MET).33,35 The regulation of those processes is poorly
understood, although tumour microenvironment (for example
TGF-b signaling36 and interleukin-6 secretion37) is believed to be
linked to the transition.
4 Principles of designing a co-
delivery nanoparticle system

Conventional chemotherapy and radiotherapy may show initial
response by killing bulk breast cancer cells, but the high
treatment resistance and cell plasticity of BCSCs suggests that
a single chemotherapy agent alone is not sufficient to eliminate
the entire tumour tissue. Combination of two or more agents
with different mechanism of actions presents the future
research direction in breast cancer treatment. A number of
factors need to be considered when designing an effective
combined therapy.
4.1 Choice of medications

4.1.1 Criteria of drug combination. In clinic, co-delivery of
two or more agents in the treatment is aimed to ultimately
achieve superior therapeutic effect with minimal toxicity.
Therefore, the drugs selected need to have:12,38 (1) different
mechanism of actions; (2) no overlapping toxicity; (3) no cross-
resistance; and (4) are able to target both BCSCs and non-BCSCs
simultaneously.

4.1.2 The mechanisms of action of BCSC specic inhibi-
tors in combination therapy. Simultaneous targeting of both
BCSCs and non-BCSCs is the most essential factor in choosing
a drug combination, since any BCSCs survived the treatments or
new BCSCs interconverted from non-BCSCs are able to self-
renew and differentiate, and nally lead to disease relapse,
progress and distant metastases. The treatment resistance to
conventional chemotherapeutic agents signies that at least
one of the compounds in the combination therapy has to show
specic inhibition against BCSCs.

Currently, targeting of BCSCs is mainly achieved through
four strategies.20,39,40 Firstly, inhibit the mechanisms that cause
treatment resistance (Section 3.1).20 Secondly, target intrinsic
self-renewal pathways of BCSCs. Thirdly, through the interfer-
ence of the tumour microenvironment.20 Hypoxia, elevated level
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105 | 19091
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of cytokines (such as interleukin �8 and �6), tumour-
associated macrophages, T cells and extracellular matrix have
all been found to either promote or maintain the stemness. The
fourth strategy is to target the reprogrammed metabolic
pathway in BCSCs.40 Various metabolic pathways are altered in
cancer cells in order to adapt to the abnormal growth needs.
Aerobic glycolysis, mitochondrial metabolism, redox reaction
and lipid metabolism are all potential BCSCs targets. BCSCs
targeting strategies were well summarised in previous reviews,
and interested readers can refer to original articles for
details.20,39,40 A BCSCs specic inhibitor can act on one or more
of those four aspects, Table 2 summaries a list of cancer stem
cell specic inhibitors that have been used in breast cancer
research, and their mechanism of actions have been proved in
either breast cancer or other cancer stem cells. Table 3 shows
their chemical structured properties.
4.2 Combined therapeutic effects

The combination of two or multiple agents do not always result
in superior efficacy than the sum of agents administered indi-
vidually. Combination index (CI), a quantitative measure of the
Table 2 Examples of cancer stem cell including BCSC specific inhibitor

BCSCs specic inhibitor Mechanism of actions

Targeting treatment
resistance
Lapatinib Inhibit MDR1 and BCRP
Salinomycin Inhibit MDR1; induce apop
Tamoxifen Inhibit P-glycoprotein; inhi
Thioridazine Induce G1 arrest
All-trans retinoic acid Arrest cell cycle through up

inhibitors and downregula
induce differentiation

Curcumin Induce apoptosis by regula
Quinacrine Activate pro-apoptotic Bax
Parthenolide Induce caspase-mediated a

increase reactive oxygen sp

Targeting intrinsic
self-renew pathways
Salinomycin Inhibit Wnt/b-catenin path
Verteporn Inhibit NF-kB, Wnt pathwa
8-Hydroxyquinoline Inhibit NF-kB pathway
Curcumin Inhibit Wnt/b-catenin, PI3k
Cyclopamine Inhibit sonic hedgehog pat
GANT 61 Inhibit hedgehog pathway
Thioridazine Inhibit STAT3 pathway
Parthenolide Inhibit NF-kB signaling
Metformin Inhibit NF-kB and STAT3 p
All-trans retinoic acid Inhibit mitogen-activated p

Targeting tumour
microenvironment
Camptothecin Inhibit HIF-1a activity

Targeting metabolic pathways
Salinomycin Inhibit mitochondrial oxid
Metformin Inhibit mitochondrial com

19092 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105
drug interactions at a given effect level, is commonly used to
determine the overall effect and is calculated as:61

CI ¼ D1

Dm1

þ D2

Dm2

where; D1 and D2 are the dose of drug 1 and drug 2 in combi-
nation formulation to achieve a median effect, for example, the
half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50), medium effective
dose (ED50) or medium lethal dose (LD50); Dm1 and Dm2 are the
dose of drug 1 and drug 2 in single drug formulations,
administered separately, to achieve the same effect.

The therapeutic effect of the combination therapy could be
equal to the sum of the monotherapy of each individual agent
(additive effect, CI¼ 1), or it can be greater (synergistic effect, CI
< 1) or smaller (antagonism, CI > 1) than the sum of mono-
therapy;62 an ideal design of a co-delivery system requires
a synergistic or addictive effect (CI # 1). For example, when
doxorubicin and dihydroartemisinin combined together, they
showed a synergistic effect (CI < 1) towards all tested breast
cancer cell lines (MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and T-47D), except
antagonism (CI ¼ 1.08) at high dose (20 mM of doxorubicin and
40 mM of dihydroartemisinin) in MDA-MB-231.63
s used in breast cancer research and their mechanism of actions
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41
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Table 3 Chemical structures, solubility and octanol/water partition coefficient (log P) or calculated log P (clog P) of the drugs used to target
BCSCs, and the nanostructures as delivery systems

Name Drug structure Physiochemical propertiesa Nanostructures

8-
Hydroxyquinoline

Insoluble in water, freely soluble
in alcohol, acetone and chloroform Mesoporous silica79
log P 2.02

All-trans retinoic
acid (vitamin A
acid)

Insoluble in water, soluble in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Liposome,74 polymeric

nanoparticle38log P 6.3

Camptothecin

Insoluble in water, soluble in
DMSO, methanol, and acetic acid

Drug–drug conjugate82
log P 1.74

Curcumin

Insoluble in water, soluble in
alcohol, acetic acid

Polymeric nanoparticle,66,83

polymeric micelle84,85
log P 3.29

Cyclopamine

Insoluble in water, soluble
in DMSO, ethanol, dimethyl
formamide (DMF) and methanol

Polymeric nanoparticle55
clog P 3.5

GANT 61

Insoluble in water, soluble
in DMSO and ethanol

Polymeric nanoparticle86
clog P 4.2

Irinotecan

Soluble in water, soluble
in DMSO

PLGA-based polymeric
nanoparticles87

clog P 3

Parthenolide

Insoluble in water, soluble
in DMSO, ethanol

Liposomes88clog P 2.3

Quinacrine

Sparingly soluble in water,
slightly soluble in ethanol, insoluble
in alcohol, benzene, chloroform
and ether Liposomes49

log P 5.75

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105 | 19093
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Table 3 (Contd. )

Name Drug structure Physiochemical propertiesa Nanostructures

Salinomycin

Insoluble in water, soluble
in ethanol, DMSO and DMF

Polymeric micelles,89 PLGA-based
polymeric nanoparticle,70,90

liposomes71

log P 8.53

Staurosporine

Insoluble in water, soluble in
DMSO and DMF, slightly soluble in
chloroform,
methanol and acetone

Polymeric micelle91
clog P 3.2

Tamoxifen

Insoluble in water, soluble
in ethanol and DMSO

Liposomes92
log P 6.30

Thioridazine

Insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol,
chloroform, ether, and freely soluble in
dehydrated alcohol

Polymeric micelles93,94
log P 5.90

Verteporn

Insoluble in water, soluble
in DMSO and DMF

PLGA-based nanoparticle52

log P 2.1

a Data are adopted from PubChem (https://www.pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) or DrugBank (http://www.drugbank.ca).
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Recently, Mitragotri's research team found that the currently
used in vitro cytotoxicity parameters, such as CI and IC50 values,
suffer from unpredictable translation to in vivo synergy quan-
tication of the combination therapies.64 Instead, the drug
19094 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105
combinations with high in vitro dose–response Hill coefficient
showed the strongest correlation with a high in vivo anti-tumour
response. Hill coefficient (m) is determined according to the
Hill equation:
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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y ¼
�
1þ

�
IC50

x

�m��1

where; y is the fractional inhibition of the cancer cells, and x is
the drug concentration.
4.3 Dosing scheduling in combination therapy

The sequence of two drug administered is a crucial factor in
combination therapy. Oliveras-Ferraros et al. demonstrated that
the interaction between paclitaxel and gemcitabine in breast
cancer cell lines is schedule-dependent.65 Synergism was only
observed in most cell lines when paclitaxel was administered
before gemcitabine, and addictive effect or even antagonism
was observed when paclitaxel and gemcitabine were adminis-
tered simultaneously or paclitaxel was administered aer
gemcitabine. The importance of dose sequencing can be
explained by the modulation of drug resistance. For example,
when curcumin is rst released from the delivery system, it
inhibits P-glycoprotein, which is responsible for the multi-drug
resistance of doxorubicin; thus subsequently increase the
intracellular level of doxorubicin and result in increased cyto-
toxicity.66 Same principle applies to RNA therapy. When
combined with a chemotherapy agent, RNA usually binds to the
surface of nanoparticles via electrostatic interaction, and gets
released earlier than chemotherapy drugs.67,68 This sequential
release ensures down-regulation of genes involved in drug
resistance rst, and improves the cell sensitivity to subsequent
chemotherapeutic drugs.
Fig. 2 Types of nanoparticles employed in anti-BCSCs combination
administered either sequentially or simultaneously; and (b) co-encapsula

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
4.4 The role of dose ratio in combination therapy

Dose ratio plays an important role in maximizing the treatment
efficacy in combination therapy. Various ratios of the same drug
combination were found to lead to different or even opposite
treatment outcomes. Tao et al.69 investigated the combination
effect of disulram and doxorubicin at different weight ratio on
breast cancer cell lines. In MDA-MB-231 cells, a synergistic
effect was observed when the weight ratio of disulram/
doxorubicin was at 1 : 2 and 1 : 1; whereas an addictive effect
and antagonism were recorded when the ratio was at 1 : 0.2 and
1 : 0.5 respectively. In MCF-7 cells, all above mentioned weight
ratios resulted in synergism, except an addictive effect at 1 : 0.5.
The different effects resulted from varying dose ratio in
a combined therapy were also demonstrated between salino-
mycin and docetaxel,70 and salinomycin and doxorubicin.71
4.5 Nanoparticle systems and delivery approaches to target
BCSCs

4.5.1 Nano-structures. Nanosized drug delivery system as
the novel approach in ‘cocktail’ anti-cancer therapy, has shown
superiority over the traditional combination of free drug solu-
tions. For instance, while no synergistic effect occurred when
doxorubicin and paclitaxel were mixed in their free form,
synergism was observed when the two drugs were combined
into a single nanosystem at a weight ratio (doxorubicin/
paclitaxel) of 5 : 1 and 3 : 3.72 Nanoparticles can be made of
either natural or synthetic materials, and are classied into
therapies (A); and their delivery approaches (B): (a) “Nano + Nano”
tion for synchronised delivery.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105 | 19095
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groups such as lipid-based nanoparticles, polymeric nano-
particles (nanospheres), polymeric micelles, dendrimers, and
inorganic nanoparticles73 (Fig. 2A). Lipid-based nanoparticles,
including liposomes and solid lipid nanoparticles, are
biocompatible with enhanced cellular uptake and capable of
delivering both hydrophobic and hydrophilic drugs, therefore,
are commonly used in anti-BCSCs.49,67,71,74,75 Poly(lactic-co-gly-
colic acid) (PLGA) based drug delivery systems are the most
attractive polymeric nanoparticles,47,66,76 because of their well-
established biocompatibility, biodegradation and the ability to
accommodate a large range of drugmolecules by controlling the
physiochemical parameters of the nanoparticle.77 Polymeric
micelles, formed from self-assembling of amphiphilic block
copolymers, are easy to prepare and highly stable in vitro and in
vivo.78 Inorganic nanoparticles derived from their macromole-
cule counterparts, have various material properties and can
exhibit uorescence, and responsiveness to near-infrared radi-
ation (NIR) and magnet.73 Hollow gold nanoparticles68 was used
to deliver drugs to BCSCs triggered by NIR; and mesoporous
silica nanoparticle was utilised to target breast cancer cells due
to the favourable stability and biocompatibility.79

Most of the nanoparticles have distinct advantages of
improving solubility of poorly soluble drugs and prolonged
circulation times.80 As shown in Table 3, drugs used to target
BCSCs are poorly soluble with high lipophilicity therefore
nanoparticles enable the formulation of these drugs as injec-
tions, optimisation of the pharmacokinetic prole on top of the
passive tumour targeting ability. The choice of nano structures
depends on the physiochemical properties of the two drugs
Table 4 Examples of combining a conventional chemotherapeutic agen

BCSCs inhibitor Chemotherapy agent Delivery system

“Nano + Nano” approach
Parthenolide Vinorelbine PEGylated liposome88

Thioridazine Doxorubicin Polymeric micelles with m
Salinomycin Paclitaxel Polymeric micelles: poly(et

poly(3-caprolactone) dibloc
8-
Hydroxyquinoline

Docetaxel Mesoporous silica core coa
HA79

Salinomycin Paclitaxel HA-PLGA nanospheres76

Co-encapsulation approach
Salinomycin Docetaxel Polymeric nanoparticles: P

polyethylene glycol 1000 su
Salinomycin Doxorubicin Cross-linked multilamellar
Verteporn Paclitaxel PLGA nanosphere52

Tamoxifen Daunorubicin PEGylated liposomes92

Camptothecin Floxuridine Drug–drug conjugate82

Quinacrine Daunorubicin Dequalinium-PEG-liposom
Irinotecan Doxorubicin PLGA nanosphere87

Staurosporine Epirubicin Polymeric micelle: PEG-b-p
copolymers91

Salinomycin Paclitaxel Redox-sensitive drug conju
Thioridazine Paclitaxel and PD-1/PDL-1

inhibitor (HY19991)
Micelle in liposome nanod

19096 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105
loaded, stability, particle size and biocompatibility of the
nanostructure, and the cost of manufacturing.80,81

4.5.2 Functionalisation of nanoparticles. Passive targeting,
based on the abovementioned plain nanostructures, allows the
accumulation of nanoparticles at the tumour site; functionali-
sation of nanoparticles enhance the cellular uptake via the
interaction between the ligands on the surface and the recep-
tors overexpressed on BCSCs.

A number of BCSCs surface markers have been explored, and
CD44 is arguably the most commonly studied targets. Hyalur-
onic acid (HA), a natural component of extracellular matrix, is
one of the main ligands bind to CD44, and thus oen conju-
gated to the surface of nanoparticles for specic BCSCs target-
ing.95 HA functionalised lipoid has been synthesized to modify
PLGA nanoparticles for co-delivery of paclitaxel and curcumin
which synergistically decreased the mammosphere formation
of BCSC and inhibited the growth of both non-BCSCs and
BCSCs on MCF7 xenograed models.83 Alternatively, PLGA was
coupled with HA via a bio-reducible disulde linker to form HA-
SS-PLGA, which was then formulated with Pluronic F127 and
chitosan to co-deliver two topoisomerase inhibitors-
doxorubicin and irinotecan.55 CD44 targeting had also been
achieved through the use of chitosan,96 anti-CD44 antibody97

and anti-CD44 aptamers.98 Ligands have also been used to
target other BCSC markers, for instance, anti-CD133 mono-
clonal antibody was conjugated to the nanoparticles via the
maleimide group of polylactide–polyethylene glycol (PEG)–
maleimide99 and EpCam aptamers were coated on PLGA-PEG-
COOH nano-polymersomes via carbodiimide reaction.100
t and a BCSCs specific inhibitor

Targeting strategy

Passive targeting
ixed copolymers93 Passive targeting
hylene glycol)-block-
k copolymer89

Passive targeting to BCSCs and active
targeting to non-BCSCs (somatostatin)

ted with lipid bilayer and Active targeting to BCSCs (CD44) and passive
targeting to non-BCSCs
Active targeting to BCSCs (CD44) and passive
targeting to non-BCSCs

LGA/D-alpha-tocopherol
ccinate70

Passive targeting

liposome vesicles71 Passive targeting
Passive targeting
Passive targeting
Passive targeting

es49 Passive targeting and mitochondrial targeting
Active targeting (CD44)

oly(aspartate) Passive targeting and pH sensitive

gate103 Active targeting (CD44) and redox-sensitive
evice94 Passive targeting and pH and matrix

metalloproteinase (MMP) sensitive

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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4.5.3 Delivery approach in combination therapy. For
delivery, two drugs can be loaded into separate nanoparticles
(“Nano + Nano” approach) to be administered either simulta-
neously or sequentially,12 or co-loaded into a single nanoparticle
system (co-encapsulation approach) (Fig. 2B). Examples are listed
in Tables 4 and 5.

It is worth noting that despite the importance of dose
scheduling as previously discussed (Section 4.3), most “Nano
+ Nano” administered two pharmaceutical agents simulta-
neously. Concurrent administration of two agents targeting
BCSCs and non-BCSCs separately ensures both subgroups of
cancer cells are killed at the same time, leaving no window
for the differentiation and interconversion between the cells.
In addition, since the two agents possess different mecha-
nism of actions, the possibility of causing an overlapping
toxicity is low. Sequential deliveries are also utilised in other
studies. In this regard, “Nano + Nano” has the advantages of
offering exibility in dose scheduling.75 Li et al.74 reported
that sequential administration of all-trans-retinoic-acid
containing liposome and vinorelbine liposome with a 48 h
interval induced the differentiation of BCSCs, and thus
improved the sensitivity of tumour cells to vinorelbine. The
sequential releasing of drugs in co-encapsulation is more
challenging and can be achieved through judicious design of
the delivery system.66,68,94 For example, by utilising different
degree of electrostatic interactions, drug with weaker inter-
action force gets released faster;66 or through the response to
Table 5 Examples of combining a chemotherapeutic agent with a phyt

Phytochemicals Therapeutic agents Delivery system

Curcumin Paclitaxel PLGA based nanopa
Paclitaxel Polymeric micelle; P

benzoic imine-poly(g
laspartate)-b-poly(1-
vinylimidazole) tribl
copolymer84

Paclitaxel Nano-egg: oligosacc
of hyaluronan (oHA
histidine-menthone
glycerol ketal micell
inorganic calcium a
phosphate ions108

Doxorubicin Polymeric nanoparti
monomethoxy-PEG-b
b-P (L-glutamic acid)
polymer66

GANT 61 Polymeric nanoparti
poly lactic-co-glycoli
based86

Icariin Polymeric micelles:
oligomeric HA-hydra
folic acid-biotin85

All-trans retinoic acid Vinorelbine Liposomes74

Doxorubicin PEG-block-polylactid
nanoparticle47

Cyclopamine Doxorubicin PLGA nanoparticle55

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
the stimuli in the tumour microenvironment, such as pH94

and NIR.68

“Nano + Nano” provides an easy manipulation of the drug
ratios administered, however, this approach is unable to
manage the site specic delivery and maintain the pre-
determined synergistic ratio of two physio-chemically and
pharmacokinetically different drugs in vivo. When two free
drugs are administered systematically, they undergo
different mechanism of metabolism and elimination,
resulting in diverse plasma half-lives, biodistributions and
the nal drug concentrations reaching the tumour sites.101 In
this context, the co-encapsulation approach displays the
advantage of synchronising the pharmacokinetics of
different agents, co-localising the two drugs into the same
tumour site, and maintaining a predetermined synergistic
drug ratio, results in an enhanced efficacy. For example, co-
delivery of salinomycin and doxorubicin by co-
encapsulation with liposomes showed 2-fold more efficacy
than the “Nano-salinomycin + Nano-doxorubicin” approach
in elimination of BSCS and cancer cells.71 Nevertheless,
physically loading multi-agents at a pre-determined dose into
one nanosystem is oen problematic due to different phar-
macokinetics and carrier-drug affinity.102 In order to over-
come this problem, the interaction between drugs and the
nanosystem needs to be thoroughly investigated and
designed. Covalent binding of drugs to nanocarrier or non-
covalent loading using cyclodextrin derivatives are two of
the examples to address this issue.102
ochemical
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5 Applications of dual- or multi-drug
loaded nanoparticles to target BCSCs

The aforementioned principles of designing a co-delivery
system are followed and provide a valuable foundation in
current scientic research in targeting BCSCs. Because of the
chemo-resistance, combination of two chemotherapeutic
agents does not seem to be a promising strategy. In order to
achieve synergistic killing, conventional chemotherapeutic
agent is usually combined with a BCSCs specic inhibitor,
a phytochemicals or a RNA based therapy (Tables 4–6).
5.1 Combination of conventional chemotherapeutic agent
and a BCSCs specic inhibitor

BCSCs specic inhibitors target a specic characteristic that is
unique to BCSCs as previously summarised (Table 2). Some
BCSCs specic inhibitors, for example salinomycin and all-trans
retinoic acid, show great toxicity towards BCSCs, but have little
effect against non-BCSCs cells.47,89 Combination of a conven-
tional chemotherapeutic agent and a BCSCs specic inhibitor is
commonly investigated in BCSCs targeting (Table 4).

5.1.1 “Nano + Nano” approach
Passive targeting. The basic strategy in “Nano + Nano” is to

mix two single-agent nanoparticles and target tumour tissue via
passive targeting. Liu et al.88 investigated this approach over
a decade ago using a combination of vinorelbine stealthy lipo-
somes and parthenolide stealthy liposome. Free parthenolide
(10 mM) or parthenolide stealthy liposome (10 mM) alone dis-
played 10% to 15% inhibition against BCSCs, and less inhibi-
tion against non-BCSCs; whereas the inhibitory effect of
vinorelbine was stronger against non-BCSCs than BCSCs.
Combination of vinorelbine and parthenolide liposomes
showed a great sensitising effect, and an inhibition of approx-
imately 90% was observed in BCSCs population. Co-delivery of
thioridazine mixed micelle and doxorubicin mixed micelle was
studied by Ke et al., in which thioridazine was used as a BCSCs
specic inhibitor to target dopamine receptor overexpressed on
BCSCs, and to augment the anti-proliferative effect of doxoru-
bicin.93 Adding thioridazine containing micelle to doxorubicin
micelle signicantly reduced cell viability in both BT474 and
MCF-7 cells in vitro, and showed highest tumour volume
reduction in vivo. The mixed micelle system also remarkably
reduced the side effects of both drugs. For example, free thio-
ridazine (5 mg kg�1) caused uncontrollable movement or coma
in mice, and such toxic effects were not observed when thio-
ridazine was administered in micelles at the same dose. Simi-
larly, doxorubicin (5 mg kg�1) containing mixed micelle system
caused signicantly lower loss in body weight comparing with
formulations containing free doxorubicin.

Active targeting. The surface of each or both of the two single-
agent nanoparticles can be modied with a specic ligand to
allow more specic tumour cellular uptake via active targeting.
Somatostatin receptors are overexpressed in bulk of tumour
tissue compared with normal tissue, and octreotide, an analog
of endogenous somatostatin, was consequently utilised as an
active targeting ligand.89 Paclitaxel, a conventional
19098 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105
chemotherapeutic agent, was loaded into octreotide-modied
poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(3-caprolactone) (PEG-b-PCL)
micelles to actively target bulk breast cancer cells via somato-
statin receptors; and salinomycin, with over 100 fold cytotoxicity
against BCSCs than paclitaxel,104 was loaded into a non-
modied PEG-b-PCL micelles to target BCSCs via passive tar-
geting. In vitro, cytotoxicity of paclitaxel micelle was shown to be
enhanced by octreotide conjugation through increased cellular
uptake. The combination treatment of octreotide modied
paclitaxel micelle and salinomycin-micelle showed better inhi-
bition on tumour growth than single drug treatment, and the
mixture of non-modied paclitaxel-micelle and salinomycin-
micelle.

HA is one of the most commonly used ligand to target CD44
on BCSCs. Wang et al.79 fabricated a mesoporous silica nano-
particle coated with supported lipid bilayer (MSS), which
combines the feature of mesoporous silica and liposomes. HA
was conjugated to MSS and loaded with 8-hydroxyquinoline to
actively targeting BCSCs, whereas docetaxel was loaded into
MSS to passively targeting bulk breast cancer cells. The specic
binding of HA to CD44 increased the internalisation of HA-MSS,
enhanced 8-hydroxyquinoline release into cytoplasm and thus
enhanced tumour growth inhibition. Combination of docetaxel-
MSS plus 8-hydroxyquinoline-loaded HA-MSS produced supe-
rior anti-tumour effect than docetaxel plus 8-hydroxyquinoline,
as a result of the active and passive targeting delivery.
Comparing with fast disease relapse upon treatment discon-
tinuation in docetaxel group, docetaxel-MSS plus 8-hydrox-
yquinoline loaded HA-MSS did not show any relapse, signifying
the importance of combining docetaxel with a BCSCs specied
inhibitor. In another study, HA conjugated PLGA nanoparticles
was designed to deliver salinomycin to BCSCs via CD44 recep-
tors, along with paclitaxel-loaded PLGA nanoparticles to target
non-BCSCs.76 The combination with HA conjugation demon-
strated a remarkable 88.9% in vitro cytotoxicity, compared with
47.5% without HA conjugation.

5.1.2 Co-encapsulation approach
Passive targeting. In a recent study, co-delivery of docetaxel

and salinomycin at a pre-determined synergistic ratio (1 : 1) was
achieved by loading both drugs in a nanoparticle consists of
poly lactide-co-glycolide/D-alpha-tocopherol polyethylene glycol,
and target breast cancer cells via passive targeting.70 The
synergism between the two drugs was evident as the IC50 of
nanoparticle co-delivering docetaxel and salinomycin was
signicantly lower than IC50 of two single-drug loaded nano-
particles administered together in non-BCSCs (3.1 nM and
5.2 nM, respectively) and BCSCs (1.4 nM and 4.2 nM, respec-
tively). In vivo, the synergistic drug ratio was maintained for
24 h, and the number and size of tumour was signicantly
smaller with docetaxel and salinomycin co-loaded nano-
particles than that with single nanoparticle or mixture of free
drugs (p < 0.05). Similarly, combining salinomycin and doxo-
rubicin in a cross-linked multilamellar liposome vesicles
(cMLVs) was able to coordinate the pharmacokinetics of the two
drugs, and cMLVs(Doxorubicin+Salinomycin) demonstrated a 2-fold
more toxicity than single-drug cMLVs or mixture of
cMLV(Doxorubicin) and cMLV(Salinomycin), conrming the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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synergistic effect of co-localised delivery of doxorubicin and
salinomycin.71

Verteporn, a porphyrin-based photosensitiser, was found to
be effective against both BCSCs and bulk tumour mass through
the suppression of NF-kB and Wnt pathways, and was incor-
porated with paclitaxel into polymeric nanoparticles.52

Although the nanosystem has a lower dose of paclitaxel and
verteporn (0.5 mg kg�1 and 3.2 mg kg�1, respectively) than
free-drug (1 mg kg�1 and 9 mg kg�1, respectively), it showed
a signicantly reduced tumour size and tumour weight in triple
negative breast cancer patient-derived xenogras.

Camptothecin is a chemotherapeutic agent that inhibits
DNA topoisomerase I; it has been studied as an anti-BCSCs
agent due to its inhibition on HIF-1a.59 Zhang et al.82 devel-
oped an amphiphilic drug–drug conjugate, in which two
molecules each of camptothecin and oxuridine was linked
together via multivalent pentaerythritol ester linkage, and
loaded with a third agent lovastatin (LCF-NC). Lovastatin is one
of the statins showed synergistic anti-cancer effect with other
chemotherapeutic agents. While camptothecin and oxuridine
conjugate reduced BCSCs cell viability to 47.7%, loading of
lovastatin reduced the BCSCs cell viability further to 22.7%,
indicating a potential synergistic activity of the three drugs. In
vivo, LCF NCs showed 85.2% reduction in lung metastases, and
no relapse 30 days aer treatment.

Mitochondria is an essential organelle in regulating the
apoptosis of cells.49 Zhang et al.49 proposed a mitochondrial
targeting liposome by decorating the liposome surface with
dequalinium that accumulates in mitochondria. Daunorubicin
and resistant modulator quinacrine were loaded into the lipo-
some to target both BCSCs and non-BCSCs. The resulting
mitochondrial targeting liposomal system induced apoptosis in
MCF-7 cancer stem cells by almost 6-fold than PBS control. In
vivo, the mitochondria targeting daunorubicin and quinacrine
liposomes showed the greatest tumour inhibition ratio (79.3%)
in relapsed tumour arising from cancer stem cells.

Active targeting. Irinotecan, an analogue of camptothecin, is
one of the two camptothecin derivatives approved for clinical
use with improved solubility. A nanoparticle consists of PLGA,
Pluronic F127, chitosan and HA were developed to deliver
doxorubicin and irinotecan together.87 Interestingly, mixing of
two free drugs did not show signicant improvement in the
cytotoxicity, which was then enhanced up to 500 times by the
delivery system. Furthermore, conjugation of HA to the nano-
particle showed an IC50 of 42.1 nM on MDA-MB-231, which is
419.1 times smaller than non-HA coated nanoparticle.

Stimuli-responsive targeting. Tumour microenvironment
presents with unique features that allow the development of
stimuli-responsive nanoparticles. Simultaneous delivery of two
or more pharmaceutical agents in a stimuli-responsive nano-
system further enhanced the specicity of tumour targeting and
anti-tumour cytotoxicity. pH-sensitive nanoparticles are
designed to explore the pH gradient between tumour and
normal tissue.105 Tumour tissue is more acidic (pH 6.5) than
normal tissue (pH 7.4) due to accumulation of lactic acid from
the increased aerobic glycolysis and reduced oxidative phos-
phorylation. A pH-sensitive micelle was constructed by
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
connecting epirubicin to PEG-b-poly(aspartate) copolymers via
hydrazine links with staurosporine loaded into the core;91 epi-
rubicin was released by the cleavage of hydrazine bond at low
endosomal pH. In epirubicin-sensitive breast cancer cells,
staurosporine and epirubicin co-loaded micelles demonstrated
the highest cytotoxicity, with IC50 5-fold lower than free epi-
rubicin plus staurosporine or free staurosporine plus epirubicin
micelle. In epirubicin-resistant breast tumours, co-delivery of
both drugs in micelles demonstrated superior cytotoxicity both
in vitro and in vivo, possibly due to the strong inhibition of
staurosporine against ABC transporters, that prevents the efflux
of epirubicin and circumvent the epirubicin resistance. Never-
theless, the exact effect of staurosporine on BCSCs is unclear.
Some studies suggested that it may increase cancer stem-like
cells (CD44+/CD24�) in breast cancer through the upregula-
tion of Mucin 1 and EpCAM.106 Further study is required before
staurosporine can be included in the anti-BCSCs treatments.

A redox-sensitive salinomycin prodrug nanosystem was
fabricated by conjugating hydrophobic salinomycin to a Vit E
derivative D-a-tocopheryl succinate via cystamine linkages.103

The amphiphilic conjugate was designed to serve as a drug
carrier with or without HA modication, and loaded with
chemotherapeutic agent paclitaxel. The tumour cells have
elevated level of glutathione concentration (�10 mM), and
cystamine linkage in the system is cleaved to release salino-
mycin at tumour tissue. A redox-sensitive release of both drugs
was observed, with 92.5% of paclitaxel and 93.3% of salino-
mycin released from the drug conjugate in the presence of
glutathione at 48 h, compared with 60.3% and 13.2% respec-
tively in the absence of glutathione. The paclitaxel loaded pro-
drug system improved the bioavailability of free salinomycin
and paclitaxel, and showed synergised cytotoxicity on breast
cancer cells. The addition of HA coating exhibited much more
potent cytotoxicity on breast cancer cells and spheroids, due to
improved cellular uptake and penetration via HA and CD44
interaction.

A recent development of a multi-stimuli triggered delivery
system utilised the abundance of matrix metalloproteinase
(MMPs) and low pH at the tumour tissue.94 A two steps synthesis
was designed: chemotherapy agent paclitaxel was rst loaded
into a pH-responsive copolymer micelle, which was then loaded
into a matrix metalloproteinase (MMPs) sensitive liposomes
with programmed cell death protein (PD-1)/programmed death-
ligand 1 (PD-L1) inhibitor HY19991 and an anti-BCSC agent
thioridazine. At tumour tissue, the abundance of MMP triggers
the dissociation of outer layer, and release HY19991 to interact
with PD-L1 on the surface of tumour, and thioridazine to diffuse
into tumour cells. pH-sensitive paclitaxel-loaded micelle enters
into tumour cells via endocytosis, and release paclitaxel at low
pH in endosome or lysosomes. The complex demonstrated
a tumour-specic targeting, and increased intratumoral pacli-
taxel, thioridazine and HY19991 concentrations by 7.31, 7.23
and 3.65 times, respectively. The resulting multi-delivery system
had a tumour inhibiting rate of 93.45%, and reduced the
number of lung metastasis by 97.64%.
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105 | 19099
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5.2 Combination of a therapeutic agent and
a phytochemical

Comparing with conventional chemotherapeutic agents, natu-
rally occurring compounds, such as phytochemicals, are widely
available in nature, have big range of safety proles, and oen
have the ability to target multiple pathways.107 Therefore, they
have gained extensive interest in anti-cancer therapy, including
targeting cancer stem cells (Table 5).

5.2.1 Curcumin. Curcumin is a phytochemical extracted
from the dried rhizomes of Curcuma longa L. (turmeric), and is
a well-known anti-oxidant and anti-inammatory agent.109

Curcumin is a popular anti-BCSCs due to its action against
multiple pathways and gene expressions involved in tumour
survival and proliferation.107 However, the clinical application
of curcumin as an anti-cancer drug is far from optimum, mainly
due to its poor water solubility, fast metabolism and rapid
clearance from the body.109 Combination of curcumin and
paclitaxel in a HA-modied hybrid nanoparticles prolonged the
circulation of both hydrophobic agents and enhanced tumour
accumulation.83 While both drugs have low solubility in water
and short blood circulation time, HA conjugated NPs exhibited
a more controlled release up to 132 h. The tumour inhibition
was highest with HA conjugated nanoparticles loaded with
curcumin and paclitaxel (67.5%), even higher than the sum of
the inhibition rates of paclitaxel-loaded (17.7%) and curcumin-
loaded (23.8%) HA-conjugated nanoparticles. Combination of
curcumin and paclitaxel was also investigated in other two
studies, where a pH-sensitive system based on poly(ethylene
glycol)-benzoic imine-poly(g-benzyl-laspartate)-b-poly(1-
vinylimidazole) (mPEG-PBLA-PVIm, PPBV) triblock copolymer
and a pH-sensitive mineralized micelle (“nano-egg”) were used
as the delivery systems, respectively.84,108 Both nanosystems
signicantly improved the cellular uptake of paclitaxel and
curcumin into the tumour, and signicantly reduced ALDH+

cell population. Apart from paclitaxel, co-delivery of curcumin
with other chemotherapeutic agents, for example, doxorubicin66

and other phytochemicals, for example, icariin,85 had shown
improved cytotoxicity against BCSCs.

Curcumin not only showed inhibition against BCSCs; due to
its wide anti-tumour actions, it has also been used to target the
non-BCSCs along with another BCSCs specic inhibitor.
GANT61 is a Hedgehog pathway inhibitor, and was combined
with curcumin in a PLGA based nanoparticle system.86However,
although the GANT61 and curcumin combined nanosystem
showed signicant inhibition on the self-renewal property of
BCSCs, and enhanced cytotoxicity prole than the individual
GANT61 PLGA and curcumin PLGA, it failed to show any
superiority compare with the mixture of free GANT61 and
curcumin.

5.2.2 All-trans retinoic acid. All-trans retinoic acid (ATRA)
is an active metabolite of vitamin A that belongs to ‘retinoid
family’.110 ATRA stealth liposomes modied with PEG was given
as a co-therapy with a cytotoxic agent, vinorelbine stealth lipo-
somes, to prevent the relapse from BCSCs.74 The co-delivery
system showed a strong inhibition in tumour volume in vivo
(91.6 � 3.6%) at day 38, through the induction of BCSCs
19100 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105
differentiation and cell arresting at G0/G1 phase in mitosis. Sun
et al.47 co-loaded ATRA and doxorubicin into poly(ethylene
glycol)-block-polylactide (PEG-b-PLA) by a single emulsion
method. The resultant combination nanoparticle signicantly
reduced tumour initiating activity of BCSCs, and was most
effective inhibiting BCSCs and BCCs in vitro and in vivo with
a synergistic effect (c.i. < 1).

5.2.3 Cyclopamine. Cyclopamine (11-deoxojervine) is
a naturally occurring steroidal alkaloid rst isolated from
Veratrum grandiorum and Veratrum californicum.111 It exhibits
anti-cancer activity through the inhibition of sonic Hedgehog
signaling pathway. Cyclopamine is hydrophobic, and was
combined with hydrophilic doxorubicin in a HA coated
amphipathic and redox-responsive polymer nanoparticle based
on HA-cystamine-PLGA.55 The release of cyclopamine and
doxorubicin was signicantly accelerated in the reducing envi-
ronment, with 66.9% doxorubicin and 74.6% cyclopamine
released in 24 h, compared with 33.7% doxorubicin and 40.3%
cyclopamine in 24 h under physiological conditions. The redox-
sensitive delivery system showed the most potent reduction in
tumorsphere formation, and greatest inhibition of tumour
growth in vivo.
5.3 Combination of chemotherapeutic agent and RNA
interference-based therapy

Identied by Craig Mello and Andrew Fire in 1998, RNA-
interference (RNAi) is a fundamental cellular process in many
eukaryotes that inhibits gene expression or translation by
silencing mRNA molecules.112,113 In anti-cancer therapy, RNAi is
powerful in downregulating carcinogenic gene expression
through the delivery of small RNA duplexes, including short
interfering RNAs (siRNAs), microRNAs (miRNAs), short hairpin
RNAs (shRNAs) and Dicer substrate RNAs (dsiRNAs).112 RNAi-
based therapy holds great promise, however, delivery of small
RNA duplexes to target cells in vivo faces a chain of hurdles,
including degradation by serum nuclease, renal and reticulo-
endothelial system clearances, ‘off-target’ effects and poor
cellular uptake.114 In order to improve the bioavailability of RNA
duplexes, chemical modication of the genes, virus-based,
nanoparticle-based systems, and conjugation of genes to
a delivery system have all be explored.114 Co-delivery of RNA-
related oncogene interference and a chemotherapeutic drug
using nanocarriers could not only enhance the site specic
delivery of genes, but also achieved a synergistic antitumour
effect with reduced side-effects of chemotherapy agents.115

Because of a high diversity exists in the mechanism of RNA-
based interferences, the selection of a suitable drug and RNA
pair is vital in achieving a satisfactory clinical effect in the
combination therapy (Table 6).

5.3.1 Combination of a chemotherapy agent with siRNA.
siRNA in a combination therapy is oen responsible for the
downregulation of genes involved in drug resistance. Sun
et al.116 developed a cationic niosomes to deliver siRNA to
downregulate the expression of ABCG2 and BCL2 in tumour
cells, and ultimately to resensitise breast cancer cells, including
BCSCs, to doxorubicin. Niosomes incorporated with siABCG2
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Table 6 Examples of combining one chemotherapeutic agent with a RNA based therapy

RNA duplexes Gene targets Chemotherapeutic agent Delivery system BCSCs targeting strategy

siRNA ABCG2, BCL2 Doxorubicin Niosome116 Passive targeting
Clusterin, glucose-regulated
protein 78 (GRP78)

Camptothecin Liposomes67 Passive targeting

miRNA miRNA-200c Paclitaxel Solid lipid nanoparticles75 Passive targeting
miRNA-21 Doxorubicin Hollow gold nanoparticle68 NIR-responsive

shRNA NF-kB Doxorubicin Mixed micelle system: carbamate-
mannose modied
poly(ethylenimine)117

Passive targeting
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and siBCL2 at 50 nM siRNA signicantly reduced corresponding
mRNA expression by 60% and 65%, while free siRNA did not
signicantly change the mRNA expression. Comparing with free
doxorubicin, co-delivery of doxorubicin and siABCG2 and
siBCL2 in cationic noisome is 32 times and 236 timesmore toxic
towards BCSCs and non-BCSCs respectively; the IC50 of doxo-
rubicin containing nanoparticle with siABCG2 or siBCL2 was
90.9% and 60.5% less than free doxorubicin. The results
conrmed that delivery of siABCG2 and siBCL2 indeed inhibi-
ted ABC efflux pump and caused suppression of anti-apoptosis.

Overexpression of clusterin (CLU) and glucose-regulated
protein 78 (GRP78) in BCSCs is associated with cancer cell
survival and chemo-resistance.67 1,2-Dioleoyloxy-3-
trimethylammoniumpropane (DOTAP) containing cationic
liposome co-loaded with camptothecin and siRNA targeting
GLU or GRP78 released siGLU or siGRP78 rst to improve the
cell sensitivity to camptothecin. Compared to free camptothcin,
combination with siGLU increased transfection efficiency by
4.1- and 5.9-fold in BCSCs and MCF-7 cells respectively; in
addition, combination with siGRP78 increased transfection
efficiency by 4.4- and 6.4-fold in BCSCs and MCF-7 respectively.

5.3.2 Combination of a chemotherapy agent with miRNA.
The aberrant expression of miRNAs is widely recognised in
cancers, and is involved in self-renew and proliferation of
cancer stem cells.75 miRNA-200c had been proven to restore the
chemo-sensitivity to microtubule-targeting agents, such as
paclitaxel.75 miRNA-200c level is signicantly downregulated in
BCSCs. A DOTAP containing solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) was
formulated to deliver miRNA-200c, mixed together with nano-
structured lipid carrier (NLC) loaded with paclitaxel. SLN pro-
tected miRNA-200c from degradation and showed effective
release in 12 h aer cellular uptake. IC50 values for NLC loaded
paclitaxel aer treated with SLN loaded miRNA-200c was
signicantly lower than control group (0.28 � 0.06 mg mL�1 and
2.06 � 0.13 mg mL�1, respectively), indicating miRNA-200c
resensitised paclitaxel when delivered by SLN.

High expression of miRNA-21 was found to be associated
with pluripotency of BCSCs and drug resistance.68 miRNA-21
inhibitor (miRNA-21i), a specic antisense oligonucleotide,
and doxorubicin were formulated into NIR responsive hollow
gold nanoparticle to achieve a sequential delivery. miRNA-21i
was rst released into cytoplasm to reduce the stemness of
BCSCs. 4 h later, BCSCs became sensitive to doxorubicin, and
release of doxorubicin was triggered by NIR. While
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
simultaneous administration of doxorubicin and miRNA-21i
resulted a 45% cell death, the time-staggered miRNA-21i and
doxorubicin delivery led to a higher cellular killing rate of 69%.

5.3.3 Combination of a chemotherapy agent with shRNA.
shRNA is located at the upstream of RNAi pathway and is acti-
vated to siRNA through nuclear processing.112 shRNA is more
stable, more effective at gene silencing and more specic at
targeting than siRNA.117However, its delivery requires a plasmid
vector.117 NF-kB targeting shRNA was delivered to BCSCs using
carbamate-mannose modied poly(ethylenimine) (CMP) as
a non-viral gene vector. The delivery system reduced the BCSCs
population via apoptotic mechanism, and inhibited cell
migration and invasion. Co-delivery of NF-kB targeting shRNA
and doxorubicin mixed micelle showed a synergistic effect and
enhanced inhibitory effect than doxorubicin mixed micelles at
all concentrations.
6 Perspectives of anti-breast cancer
nanomedicines: challenges in
translation from benchtop to bedside

Despite the tremendous effort in the eld of nanomedicine for
tackling cancer, and more recently, in eradicating cancer stem
cells, the success in clinical translation has been limited with
only few products, mainly liposomes, being approved for clin-
ical use, and furthermore, these nanomedicines have only
reduced toxicity prole.118 One of the fundamental reasons is
believed to be the low targeted delivery efficiency of the nano-
particles, with only 0.7% (median value) of the administered
nanoparticles reaching tumours in patients.119 Principle for
passive targeted delivery has been universally designed based
on the EPR effect observed in solid tumours,118 and the EPR
effect acts as the prerequisite for active targeting. The extent of
EPR effect is largely inuenced by the heterogeneities in
tumours including type, size, perfusion and other factors,
resulting in signicant inter- and intra-patient variations.120 In
addition, while almost all studies focus on intercellular extrav-
asation via EPR effect, an alternative transcellular extravasation
may play a more important role in delivering nanoparticles.119

Another main reason for the lack of clinical translation of anti-
tumour nanoparticles is the over-manifestation of EPR effect in
the commonly used preclinical murine models than in human,
due to the different relative tumour size portion, developing rate
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105 | 19101
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and more importantly physiopathology,121 resulting in
misleading preclinical data.

In order to increase the clinical translation, new strategies
are proposed to enhance the patient response to nano-
medicines, including selection of patient/cancer type; reduc-
tion of particle size of nanomedicines (to 60 nm); modulation
of the stromal transport barriers from the extracellular matrix
components.122 Patient-derived xenogras have be proposed
to be a better preclinical model for cancer research, which
more closely simulates the complexity and heterogeneity of
human tumours.123 Notably, among various tumour types,
breast cancer has been highly ranked to manifest signicant
EPR effect in patients due to the high blood perfusion in
tumours.120

Compared with the single drug loaded nanoparticles, it is
even more challenging in the rational design of nanoparticle-
based combination therapy. Apart from the sequence of
delivery and the drug ratio, there is a need of careful evaluation
of formulation synesthetic performance before translation
begins, including drug release, and pharmacokinetics of the
agents, and correlation of in vitro cytotoxicity and in vivo effi-
cacy.64 Future studies will focus on translation of nanoparticles
in which the biology, pathophysiology and the genetics of the
disease needs to be understood and used to guide the formu-
lation design. For instance, the existence and plasticity of
BCSCs, and circulating BCSCs (Fig. 1) could be important tar-
geting areas.124 Therefore, a united effort from drug delivery
scientists, clinical oncologists, biologists and wider disciplines
is required to eradicate breast cancer.

7 Conclusion

BCSCs play a major role in tumour growth, progression and
metastasis. Due to their resistance to conventional chemo-
therapeutic agents and radiotherapy, and their high plasticity,
the eradication of BCSCs is extremely difficult and presents
one of the greatest challenges in anti-cancer therapy. In this
review, the studies of co-delivery nanosystems to target BCSCs
available to date were summarised. The combined drug
delivery has the potential to target both BCSCs and non-BCSCs
simultaneously and exhibit a synergistic effect. However, the
selection of drug combination, drug ratio and the sequence of
drug administration and design of the nano drug delivery
system are all crucial factors to consider. The co-encapsulation
system is generally more superior than the “Nano + Nano”
approach, since it can synchronise the pharmacokinetics of
two different agents and achieve synergistic effect. Although it
is difficult to load drugs with pre-determined ratio and diffi-
cult to achieve sequential release in the co-encapsulation
system, these problems can be overcome by judicious design
of the nanosystem. Given breast cancer may manifest signi-
cant EPR effect in patients, the combination of one chemo-
therapeutic agent with a BCSCs specic inhibitor,
phytochemical agent or RNA based therapy that demonstrated
positive preclinical results may hold promise to cure breast
cancer. In the future interdisciplinary studies of anti-BCSCs
therapy need to focus on the clinical translation.
19102 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 19089–19105
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